1. Introduction. Let B(z) be the infinite Blaschke product: +00 eiX zm II 5»(»» -z)/ I an | (1 -ä"z), n-1 where X is a real constant, and m is a non-negative integer, 0 < | an\ < I> £¡"-1 (1 -| on | ) < + » • The object of this note is to establish the following two theorems. where Xi = min{ |o"t -e**|, |öni+1 -e**| }, then the angular limit at e** of Biz) isO.
As an application of Theorem 1 (A), we prove Theorem 2. There exists a meromorphic function /(z) of bounded characteristic in \ z \ < 1 represented by the quotient of two infinite Blaschke products such that (1) /(z) has infinite number of zeros and poles on arg(l-z)= -â and arg(l -z) -+t? respectively (0 <t? <tt/2). 
where
, it is sufficient to prove that the angular limit at e* of Pi(z) is 0.
Without any loss of generality, we can assume that 0 = 0. Put z=l-re*6, a"k = bk = l-rkeidk. By a simple calculation,
Let us denote by lk the segment connecting two points bk and bk+i. If z lies on lk, we have evidently (2.2) \bk -z\ S \bk -bk+x\ , r g max(rt, r*+i).
By \dk\ ^t?<7r/2, we get easily 3. Lemmas. To prove Theorem 2, we need two lemmas.
where \a\ <1, 7(a) >0.2 Then I wiz)\ < 1 for I z\ < I, 7(z) > 0.
Proof. w(z) is regular in the upper semi-circle D: \z\ ¿I, 7(z) S;0. On the boundary of D, we have evidently \w\ =1. Hence, by the maximum-modulus principle, |w(z)| <1 for \z\ <1, 7(z)>0.
Lemma 2. In the domain D: \z\ <l, 7(z) ^0, \z -1\ á |a -1[, where \a\ < 1, 7(a)>0, we have
where arg(l-a) = -ê (0<t?<7r/2).
Proof. By the inequality: log(l+x)^x for x^O, for \a\ <1, I z I ^ 1 we obtain
<2| (1 -a)(l -z)\/\ (z-ö)l2. n-l
Since £^,"1 1 -I an\ < £í_"i 11 -o"| = £^="1 e" < + 00, the Blaschke products Biiz) (t=l, 2) are convergent. We can put Thus Theorem 2 is completely established.
